Subject: Geography

Cycle: B

WEEK
TASK
1
Diverse Asia leaflet- Produce a leaflet- which provides
information on just how diverse Asia. Include:
examples of Asian countries, their populations, what
they are famous for, types of employment which are
common in each country and the different religions
people practice in Asian countries.
2
Bollywood fact file- Produce a fact file on Bollywood.
You should include: where Bollywood is, how many
people are employed in the Indian film industry,
examples of films that have been produced in
Bollywood and example of famous actor and actresses.
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TOP TIPS
Use the internet to research your leaflet.

Topic: Incredible India
TAKE IT FURTHER
T.I.F- include photographs and visual resources in
your leaflet that show just how diverse Asia is.

You could also use an Atlas if you have one of
these at home.

Use the internet help you research your fact
file.

T.I.F- include photographs and visual resources in
Bollywood fact file.
T.I.I.F- Bollywood films are famous for their
elaborate dance scenes. Watch the following clip
to experience these for yourself:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TBAj4nbdLEU
T.I.F- Research the Dharavi Slum in Mumbai.

The slums of Bangalore: Produce a poster which
highlights the conditions that exist in the slums of
Bangalore. You should include at least five facts on
your poster.
Key vocabulary: Look, Cover, Write, Check
Globalisation, poverty, rural, urban, improvements,
diverse and environmental.

Use the internet help you find pictures of
Indian Slums and facts about them.

You did an activity like this in cycle A.

T.I.F- provide a definition for the following words:
poverty, rural, urban and slum.

Monsoon Fact File- Produce a Monsoon fact file which
would inform a student in year 6 about the Monsoons
which effect India every year.
India V UK climate comparison: For the following
months of 2018 record the: Temperature, Amount of
Rainfall.
January, March, June, September and December.
Assessment Preparation: Review weeks 1-7 in your
knowledge organiser. Create a spider diagram of notes
on India this will help you revise.

Use the internet to research the ‘Monsoon’
season in India. There are also videos of the
effects of Monsoons on YouTube.
I could not find a website that compares these
directly. You will need to search for the
average temperatures for each month for the
UK and then India.
Focus on topics that you struggle to
remember- it feels good to write about things
we know but it wastes valuable time.

T.I.F- what was unusual about the 2019 Monsoon
season in India?

India’s Space Programme: Independently research and Use the internet to research the Indian Space
produce a paragraph on India’s Space Programme.
Programme.

T.I.F- compare your findings with a third country
from a different continent (so not Europe or Asia).

T.I.F- look back at your key vocabulary for this
cycle (week 4) and ensure that these have been
included into your
T.I.F- why have some people been critical of
India’s Space Programme?
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What problems will India face in the future? Research
what experts think will be the problems which might
affect India in the future?

Based on its population and ‘diverse’ nature
what problems will India face?

T.I.F-write a paragraph explaining how India might
overcome these problems.
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India in the headlines: Research five different
newspaper headlines that reflect what we have
studied this cycle.

Use the internet to research when and why
India has made the ‘headlines’ (been in the
news).

T.I.F- create your own newspaper headline that
best represents India. Write a paragraph that
helps explain your headline.

